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VP candidates
impress, disappoint
student leaders

On four more occasions,
students at Northeastern were
given the opportunity to meet
with candidates for Vice-presiden t for Academic Affairs.
Reynold Feldman, UNI's director of t he Center for
Program Development; Charles
Mack Evans, As~ociate Provost for Undergraduate Edueation a t SUNY; Leon Boothe,
dean of the College of Art s and
Sciences at George Mason
University ; and Mary Locke
Eysenbach, Dean of Curriculum at Grinnell College, each
fielded questions from a customarily sparse group· of
students on their scheduled
interview dates.
Feldman, who, since 1973,
supervised and directed the
development of innovative
academic programs, such as,
the Program for Interdisciplinary Education (PIE), the
University Without Walls

(UWW ), and the Kaskaskia
Plan, said that the fear ,
especially among faculty, of
rapid changes in the academic
structure because of his selection would be unfounded. He
said the administration 'of
nontraditional academic pro·g rams were not intended to
replace the academic structure
but to add to it for those
students suited to it and when
t he funds were available.
E vans, a -doctor of political
science with a particular
interest in the political theory
of Thoreau , said tha t as Vicepresident he would have to
be very open to .the thoughts
and s uggestions of faculty
mem bers because , he said,
" All faculties are not alike and
I don't know yet what the
North eastern faculty expect
from the office. " Evans also
said he believed students

should be allowed to participate in university governance
in several capacities, a popular
question from the students.

a

Leon Booth
doctor of
American History, disappointed the students because some
felt he tried to dodge their
questions. He also indicated
that upon taking office, accessibility could only be obtained
by going through channels.
Student Senate President
Jim Payette said that Mary
Eysenbach was his favorite
thus far because he saw her as
a strong leader, something the
university \vould need in the
future . She holds a Ph.D. in
Economics. ·
The next candidate to be
interviewed will be David
Ballesteros. All students · are
urged to .come to room CC-216
on Tuesday, March 8 at 9:20
a.m. to ask questions.

Voters flood ·tables at
Senate election
by Robert J Kosinski
With one of the largest
turnouts of any senate-run
election, twelve vacancies were
filled on March 1. The election,
held on February 22 and 23,
was the first senatorial election
ever to be held at the main
campus and the four off-campus centers (Uptown, El
Centro, The Center for Inner
City Studies, and We_stside).
A tot al of 849 ballots . were
cast with 59 being declared
invalid, for various reasons, by
election committee members
present for the counting. Of
the valid ballots, 635 came
from the Mail) Campus, 104
from the Center for Inner City
Studies, 31 from Westside, 15
from El Centro, and 5 from
Uptown . .
The twelve students elected
to fill senate positions beginning last Tuesgay are:
Sonya Sledge
1214 votes
Irving Brown
553
J oseph Zdziebko
515
. Ava Stein
506
Patrick O'Byrne
418

•

Carlos Martinez
Don Collins

391
340

CharlesMiceli Jr.

326

[Cont'd on page 3)

Monday the d_eadline for
Who's Who nominations
With a deadline for submitting nominations for the
1976-77 edition of Who's Who
in American Universities and
Colleges of Monday, March 7,
1977 at 12 p.m. ra pidly
approaching, the selection
committee is desperately appealing to any clubs or
organizations to subm_it names
of outstanding Northeastern
students.
The criteria for nominating
students are as follows:
A . Must b e a gradua te,
junior or senior. (Juniors must
have 60 or more completed
hours. ) S tudent must have a
minimum of a 4.0 grade point
average.
B . Biograp hy sketch (50
words or less ) describing :

l. Participation and leadership in academic and extracurricular activities.
2. Citizenship and Service
to the UNI community. For
example, participation in any
of the following: fraternities,
sororities, Student Government, Search and Screen
Committees, state programs
(BOG, BOM, IBHE, AISG,
etc.) Leaders · for ·change,
and/ or student legislative committees.
Persons ca nnot nominate
themselves. Put your nominations in an envelope addressed
to the Ad Hoc Committee in
care of the Student Senate,
mark it CONFIDENTI AL and
bring it to t he St udent Senate
Office, E-212.

Campus Police . Officer Marshall Burton. [Photo by Carol tJan
Zalatoris J
·

Security's Burton
transfers to CICS
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Marshall Burton, 'One of five
full-time officers employed by
the Northeastern Illinois University Safety and Security
Department, requested a transfer last week to work at the
Center For Innr City Studies,
4545 South Drexel. Burt on
began his new assignment a t
the south campus branch
Tuesday, March 1, 1977.
Burton has been employed
as an officer at UNI since
January 1975. Before leaving,
Chief Francis Flood had told
Burton that there would . soon
b e competition within the
department for the posij,ion(s)
of sergeant and said he would
be sorry to see him leave. And
although Burton had taken the
civil service examination for
the soon-to-be created position,
he felt his ch_ances were
impossible.
"I didn't see any chance for
advancement at this university
under the present sy,stem of

administra tion, " he said.
F ormer Deputy Chief Theodore Nadile was not surprised
when Burton had told him of
his -decision to leave the main
campus. Nadile told Print,
:'While I was employed at
Northeastern,,. I regarded Marshall as one of the most
qualified and knowledgeable
officers I was privileged to
know. He had a unique quality
to communicate with those he
encountered; a quality that
can't be taught to an officer.
Too bad he worked at
Nort hea s tern ; a university
where you are judged by your
clout and not by the quality of
your performance. ''
His fellow officers were also
sorry to hear of their friends ·
decision to transfer. One of the .
officers commented that· he
(Burton) was a real professional and he would be..greatly
missed by the other officers in
the department.
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let·t ers
Dear Editor of PRINT,
Recently I was the recipient
of one of those " STICKERS"
affixed to my windshield
because of parking illegally at
"my'' university.
I went to the Security Office
for help to remove this glued
Tow Warning and left after
being abused not only by the
secretary here but by her · son
alsQ. Is he a security guard?
I decided to investigate
about the legality of that
sticker and ·found the following
interesting material.
1) These "stickers," al. though impairing as they may
seem to ones view if you walk
around razor bladeless, are
quite frustrating for you •
cannot tow off state property
of this kind unless in an
emergency.
2) The stickers are condoned highly by the administration here, namely the FloodLienamann-Faloona tandum.
I'm sure we are all aware that
you can't fight th~ "power
structure.''
3) Isn't it illegal to damage
a persons property even
though he may be P,arked
illegally - a ticket should
suffice?
4) Is the President aware of
this process? Is the president
aware of any , processes that
seem to "just happen" in that,..
white portable?

5) In closing I would ~ke to
inform other victims of this
devious crime (parking illegally) to notify the city police and
demand a damage report be
made for your property and
then proceed civily as I am
going to do.
Signed,
Please withhold my name as I
do not want another one of
those stickers OJI my windsheild in sub-zero weather

To the students at Northeastern Illinois University:
I wish to respectfully thank
all of the students at Northeastern who had participated
in the Student Senate elections
held on February 22 and 23,
1977. This was one of the
.biggest elections held - on
campus, and it is only right for
the students to be congratulated for their outstanding performance.
I would also like to thank
the students who took the time
and courage to run for the
Senate, It is refreshing to see
students take an interest in
their student government.
This was the largest race for
Student Senate vacancies
(twenty-five candidates for
twelve posjtionsl, and I wish
to congratulate the other
eleven who also made it. I

PRINT; the official campus newspaper serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave. ,
Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the
regular academic year.
I
OEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
noon for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be .
"typed. Late copy or mat.erial that does· not conform to the
standards set forth under PRINT publication policy will
• be handled accordingly by the editors. The editors of
PRINT will publish at their descretion any letters to the
editor, announcements, articles, classifieds, photgs, or
other submitted material. ·
PRINT editors have sole authority -governing all
material submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT·
~ e the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors
.need not accept all submitted material for publication.
Good journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two -(21 typewritten
pages. Unsigned letters will not be published, but names
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any
student, faculty, administrator, department, or organization affiliated with the university. Announcements should
not exceed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a

space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of
the university. Classifieds should be limited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will ~ain confidential.
·
PHOTOS submitted for· publication become the
property of PRINT. Photos will 'be returned upon request
but will not be held for more · than one week. Photos
should include a informative caption (6 lines ·max.l typed
on a separate sheet and attached.
.
.
PAID ADS will be published according to the
agreement the Business Manager and client. No ads will
be taken over the telephone.
THE PRINT OFFICE is located in E-049, just outside
the Cafeteria on the lower level of t he Studel}t Union
Building. The office is normally open from 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
THE OFFICE TELEPHONE number is 583-4050,
extension 908 or 509. After 9:00 p.m., the direct " night
line" is 583-4065.

hope that this experience will
be as rewarding to you as it
has been to me. I would also
like to thank the election
committee, who did a stupendous job despite mounting
odds.
Last, but not least, I wish to
thank those students who
voted for me. I consider this
victory as a vote of confidence
in my past work as well as my
views. In order to continue my
duties as Senator, however, I
will have to receive feedback
on views and issues pertaining
to the students. Any and all
views of the students, faculty
and administration will be
greatly appreciated. Feel free
to contact me .through the
Student Senate Office (extensions 501 , 502, or 503) or, if
you wish to leave a message,
leave it in the Student Senate
Office or in my mailbox in the
Commuter Center Main Office,
second floor of the Commuter
Center Building .
Thank you.
Your Humble Servant,
Ava Stein.
Editor: .
Last week we were all faced
with .mid-terms. While getting
in last 'minutes of pre-exam
study, I purchased a pack of
cigarettes. With it, the
matches read, "SUCCESS
WITHOUT COLLEGE." Why
do we have to be subjected to
this added torture??? I'd
understand if it said Quit
Smoking, but Quit School??
Claire in Despair
P.S. I sent in for a Free
Booklet and Demo Lesson. I
checked the box for Business
· Management at this address :
International Correspondence
Schools, . 507 5th Ave.; 'New
York, New York 10017
Maybe I'll be ready for my
finals.

•·

/

SOJOUrn
Every wonder just how to get that date you always wanted?
Try this approach some time, I guarantee it! Send 'em a poem.

'

Hey, baby; why I'm the hootchie cootchie man
Just a-lookin for a home
Yeah, feel like a-singin the blues
But I gotta message to tell
You know L been tryin this, doin that
And whether the weather
Is gonna bring sunshine or snow
Why I just don't know
But as you can already tell, well,
I'm not exactly what you would call normal
(But ain't you swell! I '
I like to reach for a star
And shoot for par
A quick drink at the bar
And bring it all home again!
But anywho, you see,

By the clock on the wall
The sky might fall
But some noise you and I should make,
I know ·
I don't know precisely the dayBut this weekend we could stay
Up at least 'till quarter to three
· In the mom!
So how can you refuse
A date with me·
Can't take any answer
But for you to say, "there
you'll be"
'
I'll sing that
tune again
With a Polynesian sway
And come back and say .
.
See you this weekend for some tea
an ' me! red

I

also due to a printers mistake, last week's poem was to eris, mike
and all you other chemistry crazies!
Please submit any poems ~r whatever to red, care of the PRINT.

prejudice might not be evident who submitted the letter on
in protests, and marches, it is
the African dress was indeed
Black as witnessed by our
extremely evident in "closet"
editor-Robert J. Kosinski when
prejudices.
If Caucasians would' under- he personally received the
stand Blacks, and if Blacks letter.
In reply to the letter from
And lastly, I would invited
would understand Caucasians,
the Blacld Caucus Club:
and if we could all understand anyone, of any nationalit y
It is admirable to be proud
religious belief, etc. who is an
the fact that we are all people,
of youi: heritage, whatever it
individuals with worth. We are UNI student to join our staff.
may be. For all too long, and
all human beings, with the · Since we are the offical UNI
even today many would criti- . same feelings, needs, and newspaper we would welcome
cize another for their nationaldesires, then perhaps we wi.)J the opportunity of having a
ity be -it Bla ck, Chica no , have achieved a great thing .
truly ,represenative staff.
Polish, etc. Although we are
There is another point I
SincerelY.,
suppose to be the "love
Ann F. Hold;
would like to make. The person
children." Children who "grew
up" in the age of civil rights.
Children who were suppose to
realize the worth of each
individual. The fact of one's
heritage should not be the
cause for malicious and prejudicial actions.
This being true one would
PRINT -is ·th e campus newspaper for Nort heastern Illin ois
think that Northeastern (being
lhiver si}y, _Pu hlish ed weekl y. th is pa per is paid for r j 3tudent
an " urban university"), ,with
fees and larg{·ly t he 'vor k '>f Northeastern Stud F •t s. \ ·7a ter ia ls
all different nationalities that
p ublis hed ben·i n ar<' not: to he r '>nfused with dewi, •·x or essed bv
we would be the perfect
1 h 0 L1 niversi ty a d n-1ini ~tra ti on. PRJ~;; js Jo,'.:!t c ri in E-049.
··
example of unity. That we as
students, and the future
Edito~-in-C_hi~f. ., .. . ... , . . . .. . .... . , . . . . ,, . . !1of1<'"! ,I, l·~osinski
"adults" of the world would
As:-;n: HU {~ Ldt(or . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. ... .... . . . Ann F. Ho lda
ieijrn among academics to live
l'hot n ;-,dil m . , . . . .. , . . . , .. . . . . , , . . : . . . . . . . . . . Onlo ~;;· Jun g 1 ·.
~-;1:,~r t:.. F: ili; h: .. . .. . .. ~ . . . .. . . . . :: .. . . .. . ..... J,,hr, _..;te,aJ 1
together in peace and work
, . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . CarQf J p ~1p Z ;dator i <- ; ~
together for the good of all.
f H1td t1 (•ss )-1 ;i nage r . . . . ,
However, there is the "per- ll i.. Staff: Al Albert, Cindy Lou Berger, Larry Brittan, Nancy Burton, :~
sonal, " perhaps written by
i
Jakki Freedman, Bobby Kramer, Sue Lamb, David Maher,' :~
Dan Pearson, Benilde Polverini, Liz Sygiel, Robert L. Trahan, i ti
some Caucasian due to some
Jr., Ronald D. Weslow
'->
action by a minority who 1 ,
'
Photographers: Cynthia Hagerty, Paul J. Manda, Paulin e Philipps,
reacted to some other situaGr~~~~:s~;~::5Hamill, Mark Schultz
.
. ( ·•
tion. Where is the end? When
will we learn that we are all in
this world together?
It seems that · although

EDITOR'S
NOTE

THE STAFF

I

It

L
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There are five student vacancies on the
Search and Screen Committee for Vicepresident for Student Affairs. If you are
interested in being nominated for a position,
come up to the Student Government Office
(E-212) and submit your name.
Also, there ·are two ~acancies on the Student Supreme Court. See Senate President
Jim Payette if you want to be appointed.
The next Student Senate meeting will be
Monday, March 7 at 7 pm in the Student
Union. The Search and Screen appointments
should be made at that time.

Page 3

commentary

Sh8ri:rig the wealth
"Any people anywhere, if so
inclined and having the power
have the right to rise up and
shake off the existing government and force a new one that
suits them better."
- Abraham Lincoln
by Robert J. Kosinski
In a very short time, the
academic departments of the
College of Arts and Sciences
are ea ch goin g to · elec t

if most of the present situations remained the same.
I also won ' t make any
predictions, t hough I do feel
that it would be very unlikely
for Dan Stem to be elected
c ha irman of the Sociology
Department . The problem is ,
that if a department is not
moving fo rward, much of t he
responsibility is due to its
administrative level and its the
fa culty who mus t decide
whether to maintain the status
quo or search for something
b e tter . In a university, it
should not be unreasonable to
make academics an issue.
Some faculty have found
another issue. Is it fair, for
instance , that department
chairmen and university adwbrk on t he program, a lot of
ministrators are paid for
people worke'd on the program
twelve months work, while the
getting it started. There were
regular "teaching faculty " are
the usual basic problems with
paid for only ten? A group of
funds · that were being cut
faculty members are expecting
everywhere. It took a lot of
all teachers to ask the
doing. It's always difficult to
candidates this question before
do anything good. We really
voting for their choice, and
had to justify a new program.
desirably, the candidate should
'We were the new kid on the
say that he doesn't want the
block.' One critical factor that
extra two months pay and that
helped was the great support
he will fight against that
from organization in Westsituation, also, on t!i,e adminisTown , Uptown and other
trative level. What would
areas, from groups who work- _ probably impress voters more,
ed with ex-offenders, . who
is a candidate who believes
really saw . a need for the
that everyone should be paid
program, as well as from law
for the twelve months. If the
enforcement students on camfaculty issue is resolved in that
pus - who really wanted a
way , than the issues of
program that just wouldn't be
academics would certainly fall
for the police. They wanted a by the wayside.
community perspective; they
The faculty should consider
thought that they could benethat payment should be based
fit from that. Along with
on performance and the aothers, having people working
mount of work done. If the
in law enforcement, in counselfaculty of a department, don't
ing programs, from low rent
believe that their chairman is
areas to the suburbs. . . we
worth twelve months of pay,
have many interested in Law
than they should use the
School. Dr: Glick smiled. He
means available to get him
was delighted to have · Dr. ' out. Or, in other words, the
Knox, who teaches several
issue should not be to share
classes designed for people
the wealth, but to make
who want to go into law school
certain that the money paid is
later.
. money well earned.
chairmen, new or old, for t heir
departments . This situation
has virtually gone unnoticed
by students in the past, but
significant changes in this
area, coupled with t he several
administrative changes will (or
should) have a maj or effect on
educa tion at Nort heastern.
I can 't say t hat any such
major changes will occur. , In
fact, it would not surprise me

Tuesday deadline set
for Cri~inal Justice applications
by Franklin E. Jones
perspective needs of the comApplications have been ex- munity, which is the contended an extra • twQ days, sumer , or the 'client ' in
until March 8, Tuesday, at Criminal Ju·stice, and the
4:00 p.m. for entrance into the persons who are most affected
criminal justice program, ac- by the system, in general. For
cording to Dr. Ronald Glick, • them, the arrest rates are
associate professor of Criminal much higher, prison populaJustice and Sociology. For tions are, overwhelmingly,
further information contact the lower class and minority. Yet,
Criminal Justice Program , Criminal Justice is generally
Room 2-093, or call 583-4050 taught from the perspective of
Extension #8204. Students the institution, or administramust, of course, be admitted to tor, but not from the perspecNortheastem Illinois Universi- tive of the theorist, or from the
ty to participate in the perspective of the community
Criminal Justice Program . . and th --epeople who are
University admission is separ- affected by· it all. Along with
ate from Criminal Justice Dr. Glick, othe~ faculty meinProgram admission. Universi- . hers include: Dr. Mary Marty application materials can be zotto, assistant professor' of
obtained from the _U niversity Criminal · Justice; Dr. , Charles
Admissions' Office. About 50 Knox, assistant professor of
students · are enrolled for the Criminal Justice; and Ms.
Winter Tri-mester and about Norma Quintana, Field Coor70 students have been approv- dinator for the ,Criminal Jused for the next semester. The tice Program.
student con!ituency includes
One .of the things emphasizcommunity workers, counsel- ed within the program is
ors, minorities, ex-offenders, taking people who come from
police, probation and parole . communities - either from
officers, and students seeking West-town, Uptown; or the
work in the Criminal Justice Southside areas - and educatarea. Admission to this pro- ing them to do work in a
· gram is determined, in part, on community 'treatment,' or
the basis of the students ' .. 'divergence' program, which
previous experience and po- means keeping them out of
tential to succeed within the other _institutions , teaching
program; and, in part, that the them to work, hopefully,
program includes a student within the community. There
population representing var- is increasing employment in
iou constituencies. The Pro- community programs and
,'l ~·
.
gram also wants to create a there's more and more-along
fai/ 'balance between men and these lines-coming about. Awomen. However, according to nother group that the program
Dr. Glick, all students are reaches, that others tend not
encouraged to take any class to, is the ex-offender, who are
within the program with the a grea t un-used resource.
exception of "field place- There are a lot of programs
men ts," which are restricted to available, for example, some
students that have been students do work in the
accepted as majors within the Juvenile Courts and. then are
Criminal Justice Program. ,
later placed into a community
According to Dr. Glick, the program - there's a need for
program came about as a counselors within the program
response to the needs expres.and it's much more
sed by community groups, meaningful when the counselor
primarily, in West-Town and comes from the community
the Up-Town area, along with itself. Also, for the students others, as well as by the whether the student is working
interests, in part, by some of for the police force, or has had
the faculty. Other support also little, or no 'exposure' coming
came from UNI students, .from the suburbs. It is felt
workers in the Criminal Jus- that the more sensitivity
tice field, and other agencies. people have to the problems
There are a number of and needs of a community the
Criminal Justice programs, more effectiv~ they will b~.
elsewhere, but very few of the
The student learns, primarprograms really reiate to the ily, through an 'interchange' of

information, from the perspective of the ex-offender, the
police, the community members, the .students and facultyinform,ation of perspectives
that cannot · help but benefit
eyerybody concerned, to ' sensitive .' Imagine everybody
trying to see everybody else's
position. It was basically
because of this that the
Criminal Justice Program was
passed through the Board of
Higher Education, because
this was a program that was to
be community oriented. According to Dr. Glick, the
Criminal Justice Program
wants its students ·to go
through a lot of learning; and
to have much of that learning
'practical' as well as academically theoretical , it is the job of
the program to try to develop
skills. Theory is fine, but
people who want to go out and
do legal research, community
research have to know HOW.
They have to know something
about these skills and others.
The program is trying to
develop people with these
skills for whatever people
might want to explore later.
According to Dr. Glick, who
was the principal person to

Senate. election
Adalberto Gonzalez-Rosa297
Ray Ferrer
284
Those who were not elected,
but who .can possibly be called
in upon the ,r egistration . or
impeachment of other senators
are:
Miguel Santiago-Soto
280
Allene Brooks
274
Gregory Whitworth
261
Kermit Thompson
245
Suzanne Forslev
227
Edwin Davila
224
William Rzepka
, 207
Donna Wilson
205
Jim D' Agostino
180
Marshall Bronaugh
178
Daniel Dean
138
David Amodeo
127
Phillip Hamb
79
Ballot · counting took place
on the Saturday afternoon~
after the election. The counting took nearly four hours as
members of the senate carefully checked ballot validity and
duplicate voting (a person

(cont'd from p·a ge 1)

voting more than once). The
candidates were informed by

telephone after the results
were known. ·

On Tuesday, March 15, 1977, the English language
competence test of the College of Arts and Sciences
will be given in Alumni Hall of the Commuter Center
from 1 to 4 p.m. Students who wish to take the test
this trimester .should register for it by 4:30 p.m.~on
March 7, 1977, in either of the following offices:
2-011 (English Department Secretary) or 2-046 (English Language Program Secretary). Students ·who-take
the test should bring their I.D. cards and a .#2 lead
pencil on the test date.
If you have any ·questions about the test, contact
Dr. Hild (Room 2-036).
All students who entered the College of Arts and
Sciences in September of 1976 and thereafter and plan
to graduate from that Collge are required to take the
English language competence test before being admitted to a major program and to pass the test before
graduation.
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SENATE VACANCIES
There are 2 student vacancies on the Student Fees and
Allocations Committee. Contact Student Government, office
E-212 if you are interested in filling the vacancy.
There is 1 vacancy on the University Budgetary Committee.
Contijct the Student Government, office E-212 if interested.
There are two vacancies on the Commencement Committee.
Contact Student Government, office E-212.
There are _five vacancies on the newly formed Search and
Northeastern's Business Club, THE SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT [SAM] needs people to - Screen Committee for Vice-President of Student Services .
participate in mock job interview sessions on Monday, Marc!) 7 in Contact Student Government, office E-212 if you-would like to be
CC-217 from 1 to 3 pm. These sessions will be tape recorded and placed on this committee.
The next Student Senate Meeting is March 4 at 7:00 PM in the
examined in another public session in the same room on Tuesday,
March 8, also from 1.to 3 pm. All those seeking jobs are welcome Student Union Building Room 217.
Charter Review Meetings are held at 1 :00 PM on Thursdays in
and invited to participate in these useful (and perhaps
room
E-214.
·
entertaining!) sessions:
Student
Fees
and
Allocation
Meetings are held at 1 :00 PM on
(
.
. .
Tuesdays in room E-214.
THE RETURNEES (a club for returning students). has
Student P~king Appeals Board Meetings are held at 10:00
decided to combine their meetings with the Assertiveness
Training worksh<;>ps offered by the Office 'of Women's Ser.vices AM on Tuesdays in room E-049 (Print Office). Personal appeals
beginning March 3 for 8 weeks. The workshops will meet from can be made by calling extension 508, 509. , _
1-2:00 PM with the first session being held in CC215. For
THE UFO PHENOMENON: Dr. J. Allen Hynek from
further information contact Ellen Dauber, X375.
Northwestern, and Dfrector of the Center for UFO Studios will
speak on Wednesday, March 9, at 4:00 in the Classroom
APERTURE is having ,their final open audition for ' the Building, Lecture Hall 1-001. A reception for Dr. Hynek will be
narrator of its soon to be completed film production. Auditions held preceding the lecture in the Student Union Building, room
will be held in room E-035 on Tuesday , March 8, 1977 at 4-8 pm. ex: 217 at ~:30.
All UNI students welcome.
$PIUNG/SUMMER COURSE REQUEST INFORMATION ·
· APPLICATIONS FOR 63-315 PRACTICUM .;_ METHODS . WHEN: Monday, February 21, 1977 TO Friday, March 18, 1977
WITH PRE-PRACTICE FOR SEPTEMBER, 1977. Any Early Deadline 5:00 p.m.
Childhood Education -Major who is in their senior year and WHERE: Drop off completed fdrms to Records Office Counter
completed all requirements and wishes _ to apply for Or Registration Center Annex.
PRACTICUM · must attent one of the following meetings:
HOW: A. Course Request information will be mailed to
Thursday, March 3, 1977, at 1 PM, in Room 3-096.
undergraduate and graduate students currently enrolled OR
Wednesday, March 10, 1977, at 11 AM, in Room 3-096.
approved for admission Olt readmission before Friday,
February 28, 1977.
No applications will be accepted for September, 1977· Practicum
after March 10, 1977.
B. StudeQts who do not receive request packets as of March 1,
should contact the Registration Center.
SEMINAR: INTERVIEWS FOR A JOB OR POSITION will
C. Schedules will not be mailed but can be obtained at several
be held on Tuesday, March 8 from 1-3 in the Student Union
on-campus locations: General Information Desk, Commuter
Building, room CC 217. This is being sponsored by Career
Center, Admissions / Records Information Counter, and
Services and S.A.M. Refreshments will be served.
Registration Center.
D. Completed Course Requests can be submitted according to
THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE is alerting all students that your student level - successful hours completed.
77-78 ISSC Monetary Award applications are now available in
the Financial Aid Office. It is critically important - that the
5 DAY QUIT SMOKING CLINIC - FREE - March 8-14,
application be completed immediately by 1) ·all current year 7:30-9 PM in CC-216 Prerequisites: you ·must WANT~ quit and
_ holders of Monetary Awards, and 2) all current year Federal Aid you must plan to attend ALL FIVE evenings.
• recipients (loans , grants , work-study).
Enrollment limited to first 30 persons who sign up in Heal.t h
Service. Call Ext. 355 for reservation.
SKATING PARTY, TUESDAY; MARCH 22, 1977
The Women's Studies Advisory Board has vacancies for 4
WHERE: Niles Ice Rink (Or. Ballard and Greenwood)
students, 4 faculty members, 2 civil ser\'.'ice people, and 1 at-large
TIME: 9:00-11:00 PM
II_lember. Anyone interested in the Women 's Studies Program and
Information to sign up will be. in next Print issue.
its activities is urged to run for election to the board. Members
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN sere for a 2-year term and meet weekly on Fridays at 1:00 pm. in
will hold a general meeting Tuesday, March 8, at 1 p.m. in room C-521. Some of the goals of the program are to encourage and
3081. All students interested in the field of special education are promote the serious interdisciplinary study of women as part of .
the academic curriculum and to help women develop skills that
welcomed to come.
will enable them to be more self-determining. Applications for the
NEW COURSE OFFERING: ADVANCED FIRST AID ~ board should be picked up in room C520 and be returned no later
than Friday, March 11. Elections will be held March 14 and 15.
EMERGENCY CARE:
May-June 1977, 18191 310 41 four credit hours. 10-11:50 MTWR For further information, call X 423:
AWG Alll, No Prerequisites.
Come to a COFFEEHOUSE featuring Tom Malouf on Friday,
Learn to assist in: Emergency. Childbirth, Extrication of
March
4 at 8 p.m. Admission is $1.00 and the coffeehouse will be
Victims . from autos and water by use of backboards, sudden
illness, heart attack, diabetic crises, etc., splingting of fractures held in the basement of the Newman Center 5450 N. Kimball.
:
(And much more!) For more information see Dr. Prueske,
Classroom Building,-- 3-033, ext. 8310, or contact the P.E. Dept.,
ext. 481.
FIRST ANNUAL SPANISH LANGUAGE SHORT STORY
CONTEST is now getting under way. Details available in 2-040
ATTENTION ALL GIRLS: POM-PON TRY-OUTS & (Foreign Language Office). Deadline for manuscripts is March 31.
CLINICS. March 8th, and 10th. Tryouts will be held at 1:00 in PRESENTATION OF CASH AWARDS to the authors of the
the gym. We will be performing at all the 1977-78 Football and three top entrees is scheduled for April 5. HURRY ... HURRY ·.
Basketball Games. For information contact any of the Porn-Pon . . HURRY!
:
Girls: Lia Bombicino-(Captain), Sue Mastrapa-(C:o-Captain),
Claret Rullo-(Dance Coordinator), Layle Tarazi, Sharyl Miller or
DISCOUNT TRAVEL WORLD-WIDE CCAB provides a wide
Cindy Pennesis.
- variety of travel information_ "for p~riny-pincl:ling students"
including the "Taking Off, Official_Guide To Charter Flights" if
you're
interested in traveling, stop by and pick up some
The Jazz of THE JUDY ROBERTS BAND will be featured
at··the box office. Box Office x507, CCAB x505.
Tues. Mar. 8 in the Aud. at 1:00. Judy's piano can be mellow information
.
.
'
,enough for Sunday Brunch at Ratso's or 'funky' enough to boogie
your socks off! The 'funky-jazz' of Judy Roberts is brought to
you free .by CCAB Concerts.
STUDENTS MAY OPT FOR PASS/FAIL ONLY DURING
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE, a freaky Kurt Vonnegut story of THE TIMES LISTED BELOW.
Billy Pilgrim who escapes the boredom of adulthood by becoming
DURING THE WINTER 1977 TERM, STUDENTS MAY
'unstuck' in time is "a real trip of a film . . . that shouldn't be OPT FOR PASS/FAIL FOR OOURSES BY COMPLETING
missed." Tuesday Mar. 8 at 7:30 in the Aud. from CCAB Roll-em
THE APPROPRIATE FORMS IN THE RECORD OFFICE
Prod.
THE WEEK OF MARCH 7-,MARCH 11, 1977.
DURING THE SPRING 1977 TERM, STUDENTS MAY
FAILSAFE, the story of nuclear defense gone haywire starring
OPT FOR PASS/FAlL FOR COURSES BY COMPLETHenry Fonda as 'the President', will be shown Wed. Mar. 9 at
ING THE APPROPRIATE FORMS IN THE RECORD
noon as part of th~ Unicom Film Series. Proph~tic? I hope not!
OFFICE THE WEEK OF MAY 31-JUNE 3, 1977.
DURING THE SUMMER 1977 TERM, STUDENT MAY
In case you haven't noticed, CCAB's MARCH "KEEP THIS" OPT FOR PASS/ FAIL •FOR COURSES BY COMPLETING
is now available at various locations around the UNI campus pick
THE APPROPRIATE FORMS IN THE RECORD OFFICE
one up, read it, and keep it! 'cause "it's happening all around
THE WEEK OF JULY 25-JULY 29, 1977.
you!"
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TYPIST
728-8430 I

----·
"Flowers & Plants for All Occasions"

§ JHC A~ J? JE Jll

Jr?JC OJllJC s1r §
3358 West Bryn Mawr
Chicago , 111 . 478-6276

10% - DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

LUN CH, D IN N ER & LA TE SNA CKS

.PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktail s
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steak s
.

('

RESTAURANT & PUB
8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100
(corner Milwaukee & Dempster)
2727 W. Howard St. 338-2166

UNDER NEW M ANAGEM EN T

WHIRL-Y'S
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Ill. 267-6676

HOT DOGS , CHEESE DOGS. CHILI
D OG S, CORN DOGS , HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BUR GERS , GYRO BUR GERS, ·
B'A RBEOUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLI SH & ITALIA N SAUSAGE.
CHIU, TACOS. BURITTOS,
TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK , FRIES ,
MUSHROOMS , CHICKEN , SHRIMPS ,·
$HAKES: ICE CREA M

, We serve pizza too!
UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
with UNI 1.0. Card

. -.'.~zz·zzi;~

*~Y

! Hol!ywood Bed 49_.95:
** Full
Twin Matt & Box 54.00 *
Matt & Box 59.00 *
Queen Matt & Box64.00 J
* Folding Cot 49.95 *
! Pillows
1.90 *
.!. - A merican
.
*

t

1:

Sleep Shop :

*:
*... 4635 N. Kedzie *·
· 267-2870
: .
,.. ..................... *

--

....

'
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by Ronald D. Weslow
Still another event has
recently occurred to confirm
the swinging back to individualistic and rigorous values:
the move on the part of Circle
Ca mpus in seeking higher
admission standards. Controversy is now arising regarding
Circle ' s "urban mission . "
Much has been said of
Northeastern's similar burden,
so this pertains to us as well .
Somehow it seems a university's mission should be to serve
as a candle of light in a world
of darkness. Yet, though forces
are demanding the university's
abdication of human advancement in favor of embracement
of mediocrity. We now have
recognition that an "open
admissions" policy of letting
in unqualified minority students simply because they are
minorities, to be a racist,
,discriminating and probably
unconstitutional violation of
all the people's rights.

The entire scenario of reverse discrimination, . of violation of people's civil rights
because they are not black,
brown, incompetent, or whatever has received the scathing
disdain it has long deserved.
Basically, the policy ran as
follows: standards at centers
of learning were to be lowered,
and mediocrity condoned, to
allow minorities a chance at
higher learning. Hypocritical
jibberish? Why were such
anti-education programs enacted? The changing economic
scene demanded more education, particularly college education, than before. Minorities
were usually excluded from
higher learning because of low
I.Q. and other entrace scores.
The charge was made that
such tests are culturally biased
and irrelevant. A word about
that treading-on-thin-ice state-

l

ment later. They were not
content to allow supposedly
unqualified students a chance
to compete on the same level
with other students once in
college. So standards were
lowered in the course content
as well, to enable • minority
student to become "educated."
And now, because impositions of "higher" standards
(which should never have been
downgraded in the first place)
will mean a drop of minority
students at Circle. A great hue
has arisen with charges of
rascism and reaction. At stake
are the principles of equity, .
fairness and the freedom of the
individual to be accepted on
the basis of his worth, and not
color or other biological factors. There is open admi sion
(no pun intended) of the fact
that minority students across
America are given special
privileges and an unfair advantage in obtaining college
entrance. Witness the California case. involving admisssion of
blacks with lower test scores
than other applicants, which
may go to the Supreme Court.
This process can involve either
1) acceptance of previously
unqualified students generally, ,
2) a general lowering of
standards to accomodate a
privileged group, or 3) open
and overt racial and ( the
newest kick) sexual discrimination by imposition by racial
and sexual quotas. In this
case, favored treatment is
accorded those who may not
be as smart as their counterparts, but are admitted solely
because black, brown or female
therefore "disadvantaged" naturally.
What is wrong with such a
policy? Aside from being
racist, sexist, discriminatroy,
anti-education, a prelude to
mediocrity, and in general
undermining the entire struc-
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Last Tuesday, as part of CCAB's Roving Artist Series Magician Bob Fellos mesmerized UNI
audiences with feats of illusion, ESP, and magic. During workshops, students were instructed in
the art of magic.

ture by which minorities
standards generally, however,
dangerous program of afhis competence will be suspect,
would have any chance of
firmative action, racial and
"making it," nothing.
as will the institution he
sexual quotas, and the whole
Liberals, Do-Gooders, and
graduated from . This occured
concoction of reverse discrimother guilt-ridden, mentality
during the grade inflation of ination is discarded.
types embracing it are joined
the 60's. Capable of excellence,
The commitment to excelhe is not given the chance,
by forces seeking a more
lence and high standards must
menacing goal: th~ forces of
because of Mickey Mouse prevail over the forces detrisocialism. Let them speak, in
content. What o't students
mental to our free, dynamic
wrongfully deprived of a • society. If better preparation is
the Young Socialist newspaper
available from a left-wing · thorotJgh education because of needed, start there. If I.Q.
group here . The paper I
a few cannot make the grade?
tests are culturally biased
purchased in early February
Achievers are turned away
(isn't the answer to 2 plus 2
contained several pages of
from schools because less
the same in a ll countries?) then
indignation over imposition of
qualified (whether minority or tests can be designed fo~
higher standards. Most telling
otherwise) students are accept- identification I of a person 's
was the statement admitting
ed in the guise of social justice.
abilities. But please, •do not
and demanding preferential
Are we to dismantle the blow out the candle of light
world's highest standard of because a few are unwilling to
treatment for minorities in
light of past discrimination.
living because our downgrade melt wax. Let us not abdicate
The rationale was that preparschools turn out incompetents, our personal responsibility for
atory education for minorities
so that Blacks and Latins have striving. But then, that takes
is poor, rendering them unfit
the same rights to mediocrity work, with less energy availfor college. Naturally, it is all a
and ignorance as everyone able for marching, shouting
racist, captialist plot to keep
else? The hypocritical and and insisting upon ignorance.
"the people" in check.
We may forgive the Young
Socialist ranting, for they are
inherently bound by their faith
to do so, lest they cease to be
Socialists. Yet reverse di scrimination policies hurt everybody, especially minority students. Suppose a minority
student competes. effectively
The Northeastern Illinois University, St. Louis, with a
against ' others on the old,
University office of women degree in psychology and with
higher standards. Because of
services is sponsoring an a master's degree in social
"open ac:lmissions " or lowered
assertiveness training program work from the University of
for women which began last Chicago.
Thursday, March 3, and will
The sessions will take up
continue at the same time each such subjects as distinguishThursday for eight consecutive ing between assertive, aggres:
weeks: This training is being sive, and passive behavior;
offered for women on campus recognizing assertive rights
and from the community. The and responsibilities, making
charge for the series is $10. and refusing requests, developWomen interested in attending ing an assertive belief system,
should call 583-4050, extension expressing feelings, building
375 to register.
social networks, and giving
The instructor is Roslyn J . and receiving criticislll and
Zinner, a certified social work- compliments.
er, graduate of Washington

Assertiveness training
for women offered

picture poll

What is the m~st annoying comm~rcial on T.V.?

Bob Miller-Leo
Junior-Geology:
Living bra _commercials: women look stupid walking
around with a bra over their
dresses.

Merilee Christensen-Scorpio
Senior-Geography:
How do you spell relief:
, ll-O-L-A-I-D-S.

Jim D' Antonio-Leo
Junior-Special Education:
Mr. Whipple: HE! annoys me
so much I go in the store
and really SQUEEZE the
Charmin.

Bessie Kouchoukos-Libra
Sophomore-Physical Ed,ucation:
Farrah Fawcett for Chicago
Health Clubs: Farrah really
needs the ·health club.

Edmund Michel-Cancer
Senior-Biology
Ring around the collar: they
make a crisis out of nothing.
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A double dance weekend!

Kathy Walsh highlights
entertainment at the Lambda
Sigma Alpha event
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Some 300 guests attended
the Lambda _Sigma Alpha
Sorority dance last Friday
(February 25) at the Odd
Fellows Hali, 4221 West
Irving . Park Road and many
came primarily to see and hear
singer Kathy Walsh perform.
Others came to hear the music,
dance , and drink. But for
whatever reasons there were
for coming, besides to have a
good time, Walsh w~s the
entertainment highlight · that
evening which is more than I
can say for the backup band
that did her no justice.
·
Kathy Walsh is a student at
Northeastern Illinois University and a member of the LSA
Sorori~y. What was obvious

Beer and noise attracts
a differen_t crowd at TKE bash
But those who attended the
TKE Fraternity Beer Blast the
following night were looking
for a different type of 'entertainment. They wanted to hear
loud, heavy rock music; the
kind that shakes the floor and
vibrates and echoes off the
walls, making conversation on
the dance floor impossible.
They came to drink 25c beers,
cance, and drink more cheap
beers.
One thing is for certain,
TKE and the Little Sisters
really know the secret ingredient needed to sponsor an
evening that guarantees a
good (great) time for everyone,
even non-drinkers.
The-- place to be Saturday
night was the Billy Caldwell
Memorial American Legion
Hall (Cicero and Peterson /
Caldwell). I've attended
dances at the Caldwell Hall
before and I know that TKE
put a lot of money and effort
into organizing their event.
It's an ideal place to hold a
school dance and taking the

dance off the main campus
didn't decrease the turnout in
the least.
When entering t he. hall,
there is a checkroom for coats
which eliminated the usual
worry that someone may
unknowingly ( or knowingly)
walk away with your coat
during the evening. There were
plenty of chairs set around
large tables which · lined the
dance floor but by 10:00 p.m.,
it was standing room only. The
dance floor was more than
large enough to comfortably
accomodate all the dancers.
And the beer was served at the
back bar located separately
from the dan,c ing area, which
· minimized the amount of beer
on the dance floor.
"Do"dger" provided the muisc, and once they warmed up,
they never cooled down. All
night they kept whaling out
t he sounds of Aerosmith, Kiss,
Humble Pie, and The Beatles.
The audience loved them, and
they loved the audience, particularly the ,crazys that sat

B USINESS

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date; 160pege, mail order .c;atalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
hjlndting.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHOAVE., II 206 •
LOS ANGl::LES, CALIF. 90025
-'213) 477-8474

I

, Our ~~-,ch papers ~re sold for
resea~ch purposes only.

OP PORTUNIT'r

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 0211.0

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL
Better Junior & M•. Clothe• For Leu Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
.

AT

Dally 10:30-5:30
Thu,..10:30-l:30
Sundays 12:04H:OO

SAVINGS

UP

TO

?So/cQ

3311 W. BRYN MAWR
(1 ¼ Block& from Northeastern)

P,~~:BJHE
OFF THE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

539-1450

at the side table.
While the band took their
break, some folks got together
in the private lounge area . to
teach each other some dance
steps.
And Rob Maas was at the
dance but he was much shorter
than he was the first time I
saw him. Last week, Maas was
walking 10 feet· tall on stilts
through t~e school cafeteria
and the halls dressed in a blue
jacket and -red and white
striped pants handing out
announcement flyers advertising the TKE Beer Blast. Well,
the publicity paid off because
tne hall was jammed with
hundreds of people who
seemed to be having equally as
much fun as I.
When the band finished
their last set, the -crowds
slowly got up to leave and
they all left smiling ... because
TKE is number one when it
comes to a good time.
I wouldn't miss the next
TKE event for all the gold in
Fort Knox. Hope the next
dance is soon.

though is that she possesses
"funky jazz." They played
and generated a powerful
selections by · I'lonnie Laws,
singing quality; she really
Freddie Hubbard, Kenny Dordelivers the sound. She enjoys
ham, and Wayne Shorter.
singing and confidently plans
After the band warmed up and
to make singing her career.
the attendance finally figured
The music profession is ·unout where the beat was coming
dou8tedly a very competitive· from, couples got up and
and short term career which
enjoyed the fun to be had on
has hundreds of hopefuls lined - the dance floor.
.
up waiting for their big
Accompanied by "Straight
chance. After listening and
Ahead ," Walsh teamed up
watching W1;tlsh entertain at
with the group to sing a few
the dance; I was relatively
selections such as " Do You
impressed with her singing
Wanna Dance, " ."Get Down
ability and stage showmanTonight, " "You Make Me Feel
ship. With a lot of persistance,
Like Dancing," and the popuhard work, and a good
lar Streisand tune, "Evermanager, she could find her
green " from the movie "A Star '
big chance someday.
Is Born," and the applause
The evening was an overcame both before and after
whelming success for the LSA
each song.
members who put much time
While the band was on
into planning their lone effort.
break, taped music was substi"Straight Ahead" provided
tuted. It might have been a
instrumental entertainment for
better idea to substitute the
the evening. Jerry Di Muzio
b~nd. And although no one
played reeds, Eric Heffman
danced to the tapes, I can't
played on the keyboards, Tom
really blame them because
Mendel played bass guitar,
everyone, especially the danIsidto Perez beat the drums,
cers, needed a rest. ·
and Merle Boley played cornet
There was no har4 liqyor
and, something you don't see
and it wasn't missed. Only
everyday - a gold valve
beer and wine were 's erved to
trombone. This five man group
quench the thirst but . canned
certainly had their own style · soda was available for nonand their own idea as to what
drinkers. Popcorn was also
dance music is.
served in q~antity a-t · tne
·They called their sound
tables.

• • •
more
activities,
CCABplans

searches for Board members
by David Maher
CCAB is an organization
tha t has been around for
several years now. Much of the
UNI community takes the
organiz{ltion for granted. Some
people have too many preconceived ideas as, to what CCAB
is. Still others have no idea at
all.
The Commuter Center Activities Board is a student run
organization funded by activity fees .· The_· fees are used to
program various activities for
the' students based on ' wants
and needs. The organization is
a very flexible constantly
changing thing depending on
the people involved arid the
resp<m-se from the student
body. r
Run by students, CCAB is ·a
catalyst for learning and
growth. First hand experience
is automatic in vast array of
fields. Everything from programing entertainment .i .e.:
concerts and films to promotion, human relations, and
leadership. · One experiences a
'melting· of personalities and
lifestyles. Programming a concert one might spend an
afternoon with a bunch of
English hard rocker s · or a
memphis blues singer. At a
0

committee meeting or a pro· gram you can meet a diverse
variety of people. Working and
experiencing together we learn
about and share one another's unique backgroun..;s.
Programming, like the rest
of the CCAB experience can be
personally developmental. Programs are designed with many
ideas or factors in mind. The
wa!).tS of. students are considered highest. Many concerts,
films, lectures, etc. are planned
either due to the great demand
for that particular event or on
the basis of the success of
similar programs. Other programs -are frequently dreamed
up on the basis of their
potential 'uniqueness' and the
rewarding experience of something new, different, and
interesting.
With the constant progression of students through UNI
and the · changes of membership in CCAB, there are
always new ideas and methods
being tried. Often many of
these ideas go unnoticed or fall
by the wayside due to the
difficulty of carrying a full
load of classes and trying to
develop a new committee or
program without suffic~ent

student support.
Student support is necessary on many levels: First we
have the most baidc level,
Audience/ participant. In order
for an event to be successful it
must liave an appropriate
audience. If it doesn'~ have an
adequate one, there's a good
chance that that typ_e of event
won't be programmed again
for quite some time. Therefore,
support your favorite programs! The audience is responsible for following rules
such as ticket procedures and
auditorium safety regulations.
These "hassles" are enforced
only because · they are important and necessary to the
continuation of programming.
A third and very important
part of student support as an
audience is in surveying. The
students at CCAB are constantly interested in the
response, feelings, and ideas of
other students. "We gear our
programs to the needs and
interests of the UNI student
body." CCAB's various committees run surveys every
trimester. Watch for them and
respond! If you have particular
interests, support them when
they come around and let the

10 QUESTIONS
TO ASK FOR YOUR
STUDY ABROAD
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proper committee know. The
best way is on paper so it can
be kept and refered to. If you
don't respond, your own
interests may be forgotten or
disregarded due to lack of
visible student interest.
Each level of support requires more of you but each
level offers more to you. The
second level of support is the
committee. joinirlg a committee is becoming aware of a
whole new experience. It's a
way of meeting people, having
fun and learning. You can
learn ab ,1 ut or have fun
working in a special interest
field such as Special Events or
Concerts. Your irivolvemen t
can be big or small. Tliere's
room for everyone. Of course
'the more people there are, the
less one 'has' to do and the
more one can spend time doing
one's favorite things.
The Board consists · of five
major committ_ees: Classical/
Theater, Concerts, Films/Rollem Productions, Lectures, and
Special Events. It also includes seven subcommittees:
Classicat Music and Classical
Art unuer Classicai Ser•ies,
Coffeehaus under Concerts,
Unicorn Films a Film Series,
Bugghouse -and Organic University Lectures-, · and Roving
Artist under Special Events.
All active committees have
meetings and all cmmittee
chairpersons have office hours.
Stop by E-205 and ask! The
importance of committee support is ~that these are the
people · who do all the work,
without strong support programs fail and disappear.
These are also t he people who
get the most out of each
program.

A third level is that of board
involvement. It's the most ininvolvement . It's the most
intense level due both to work
put in and valuable experience
obtained . It's crash business
rourse. You learn management
of money, people, and ideas.
You develop lead0rship and
the _a rt of human r~lations'. ,
Budgeting, contract negotiat. ing, public relations , and
promotion are all areas one can
delve into.
You may also develop skills
in stage or house management,
or many other arel!S covered
by the special and diverse
work of ea:c:;h commit~ee.
Training and experience in
these fields. comes at school
"on th·e jqb" and at various
conventions a chairman or
committee member might have
the opportunity to attend.
The importance of this kind
of support is obvious, without
_ a leader there can be no
committee and therefore no
program. Like any level of
CCAB participation, chairmanship can be hard or easy. It all
depends on how you w~rk at
- it.
The Commuter Center Activities Board has recently
conducted"-trimester reviews
and elections. The following
Board positions have now been
declared vacant: Classical Art,
Classical Music, Unicorn
• Films , Bugg House, and
Organic University. Any other
positions may open at any
time. If interested check it out!
"YOU get out what you put
in!" Pay attention to the many
organizations on <Jampus.
There may be one you~ve
llways been interested in but
naven't been aware of.

"Let our chief cr.eate his magic-wok for you!"
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Why is it 50% cheaper (including the cost of tuition,
dorm and travelling expenses) when spending a
s'emester at Tel Aviv University than to study at any
similar University in the United States?
What are the courses offered ; are they taught in English,
and how can I be assured of accreditation?
Why is Israel's largest University with 16,000 students,
located in Israel's largest city, offering this program?
How many students can be accepted to this program and
wh_
at must my credentials be?
What is the curriculum?
Why is a student's life on Tel Aviv University's campus
enriching and rewarding?
How will studying in Israel help me to define my goals?
What schools have participated in this program in the
past?
'What is involved in dorm life and social acti vities?
Is this opportunity confined only to students of Jew ish
background?
. ·

TEL AVIV.UNIVERSITY
CALL T.O ll FREE 800-2.23-7418
AMERICAN FRIENDS OF
THE TEL AVIV UNIVERSI TY, INC .
342 Madison Avenue
New York. N,Y. 10017

Chinese Cuisine

Lunch • Carry Outs • Dinner
Tuesdav thru Thursdav 11 :JC' A.M. · 10:00 P.M.
Frida;. ~ndSaturday. 11 :JOA: M. -11:00P.M.
Sunday 11:J0A .M. -10:00 P.M ,
CLOSED ON MONDAY

FOR RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL
(312) 588-2550
- - - - - -3450 Vv. Foster Ch icago, 111. 60625

FREE PARKI NG

,,
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Earth Science returns
Tickets are availabl~ now
for "THE ARVE CONNECTION" modern dance
concerts, March 11 and 12,
at the Dance Studio, A-114 .
UNI .student are entitled to
_a free ticket upon presentation of a valid I.D .; general
admission is $3 .50 . The
concerts begin at 8:00 p.m:
in the A udi torium. For
further infor,mation, contact
Marge Hobley, Ext. 666.

•
Field ·e xperience offered in

He(!lth, P hys. Ed. and recreation
~

(

During the 16 week 1977
Spring-Sµmmer Trimester, the
Physical Education Department is offering the :course
Field Experiences in Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation . The section numbers
are 01 aml 43 for "Summer
Recreat10n I 'ro;!rams. ··
This is a t l 1reL• se111ester hour
course. Il is open to all
und ergraduate students at
UNI . The co ur se involves

practical field work in Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation (HPER) in summer
school s, pnrk dist.ri i:ts, settfomen l houst>s, community cc:ite\·s, Ja~ cam!lS, ,,wimming
pool". 11nri v;ciri o11 s ot her
cert i f: erl 01-ga111,.a t.ions Those
t.a ki11 g I.he cn::rse will h e
required to prepare a paper on
the nature of their work, thei r
aims, o bj ectives , an d dai ly
problems and experiences.

If you have a summer job in
any of these areas, it may be
possible for you to obtain -~
hours of elective credit. Othe
3 hours of elective credi t .
hours of elective credit. Other
possibilities exist which may
satisfy .the r equ irements of
this course. If yo u are
interested, see Dr. Waechter in
t he Gym Office. (EXT . 480)
before "you register.

froDI MaDIDioth Cave
by Sy Janko
On a p ast weekend in
February Earth Science Club
members spent a memorable
weekend at Mammoth Cave
Natrona) Park in Kentucky.
' Participants who now have
that weekend p erm anently
etched in their memories were
Bob Crosby, Dale Darri'"pier,
Marc Fulkenberg, Monica
Kraemer, Tony Mack, Leslie
Nerdorf, Donna Palaggi,
Frank Rollins, Gregg Schey,
Debra Slewa, Judy Wagner
(Earth Science Club president)
and myself.
The day began early for us
that Friday morning as we set
out for the long trip _J1head.
About nine hours later, we
stopped for a dinner at LJS
(abbreviated so I won 't get in
trouble) a fish place. Despite
someone's warning, the group
proceed ed to indulge them. selves with these deiicacies. ,-,
few greast stains and stomach
aches later we made it to the
Mammoth ·Gave Motel. T he
rest of the evening was spent
socializing and classifying the
various types of vertebrate
and invertebrate fecal pellets.
Saturday w_a s the big day
for us , we had two tours ahead
of us , "ThP. Historic Tour" and
"The i· i·m,r>n Ning~,,., T 011 r . •·
''The FrM.en Niagara Tour ..

was t he most color ful one
featuring various stalagmites
and stalactites along with a
variety of tourists clutching
their instamatics. "-The Historic Tour" was a two hour long
trip into the caves. We had a
tour guide who ocassiorially
contributed wit and humor to
hi s l'.!dure. !Iere ! " an
example; " ln Kentucky we
never

ha ng a ;nan v,<~ i1 .

..4

wooden leg, we :-1l ways USf! a
rupe ... S, , 111 uci , f,,: f.i 1c1!..
It was really a great tour
which also included demonstrations of various techniques
the early miner s used to
illuminate the dark caves ·and
so forth. On display were some
of the types of, animal-' life
found in the c::·,e including the
blind fish . There was also. a
built-in rest stop .in the cave.
There was plenty of opportunities to browse t hrough the
many rock shops that lined the
ro;ci ds. A ft.P,r touring a num her
of the: , 'N e headed horn"
Snw!ay :ii ••?rnoon.
(

H, ,, . :µ n1 :.,on is m order for
one of t.he driven;: on the return
u ;p who through unanimous
recommendation is now considering becoming a professiqnal
test driver for a major tank
manufacturing firm.

Psych students el~ct
•
coDirmtt~e
reps .

□- □ □ □ □ tJ □ [J □ □ CJ
□ ELECTION FOR OFFIC.ERS 0
D Students for Israel
D

□

□
..
□

.

D

-

and Klal Yisroel

Wednesday, March 9
Thursday, March . 10
Village Square
1_0 am -

2 pm

Meet the candi:- □
dates on Tuesday,
March 8 at 12:00- '
2:00, second floor
of the Student
Union Building
□
during a Coffeehouse.

Results of the elections for
student repres~ntatives to the
Department Faculty Council
· and the Student Affairs Committee have been tabulated. •
There was approximately a
21% ballot return (89 out of
426 ). The ballots were couiited
in two independent judgings.
As of this date, there has been
no contestment of the results.
The results are as follows :
James Unnerstall , 68, 76.4%
Donna Errera, 51, p7.3%
Margaret Verges, 45, 50.6%
Student Affairs Committee:
Daniel Dean, 76
Write ins, 5
*The percentages are based
on t he number of ballots
returned (each student could
vote for t wo candida tes.) \
James Unnerstall and Don·
~

□□□□□□□□□□□

.

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••

C»iNESE

o·

D

na Errera will be t he student
representatives. Margaret Verges will be the alternate
representative. Daniel D ean
will be the representative to
the Student Affairs Committee. These individuals shall
assume their responsibilities
immediately. By agreement
with the department (as stated
in the departmental by-laws)
the representatives shall have
full voting privileges on all
matters except pers0nnel. The
term of this office shall
terminate in April, 1978.
T he representatives can be
reached through the Psychology Department office, room
S-313-F. Messages can be left
t here in t he P sychology Club
mailbox.

•

•••
••

THECHINESE BUFFET :

LUNCH $2.49 -DINNER $4.25:•
OPEN7 DAYS A WEEK

:

• Lunch-11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
• Cocktall1 & Appe tize rs
2:30 p .m. to 5:00 p.m.
• Dlnner-5:00 p.m. t o 9:00 p.-m.

:
•
:

bjoJ -

••
•
:-----------

:• . 13lfFFET

t -Snkrl of o,;.,.1, 1hlic~h !!

ALL YOU CAN lAT
VISIT OUR NI W COCKTAIL LO UN GE
·1ve ry Thunday 11 lnternotlonal Doy

.
5854 I. LIICOLI

Food S.rvH From the For Eas t

■

■
:

e

••
••

-------------:
MAGIC
••
- ~ -5252

W• t t h for our n ew loca tion

:

■

WOK•oP1.N1NGSOON
•••
•
••
2839 W. TOUHY AVENUE •
••
•!•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

I

/

VA
•

Ill

warns vets of dangers
dropping course load

which they withdraw and for
courses in which the assigned
grade is not used in computing
the requirements for graduation. Payments for such a
course must be stopped as of
the first day of the. school
term, or December 1, 1976,
A recent Congressional a- whichever date is later.
If a student withdraws from
mendment to the G.I. Bill
requires the agency retro- a course on April 1 under the
actively to cancel assistance conditions outlined, VA paypayment for a course dropped men ts will be terminated
without a grade. This applies retroactively to the beginning
in cases when a course is of the- term. In the past, G.I.
completed by the grade as- Bill payments would have been
signed is ignored by the school continued up to the date of
withdrawal. The new law
for graduation requirments.
Many students will find prohibits this.
Students enrolled under the
themselves overpaid under the
benefitfor any part of a course G.I. Bill are urged not to drop
which is.nor used in computing a course or request a non-punitive grade until they have
graduation requirements.
Many students will find contacted their school's veterthemselves overpaid under the ans affairs office. Students
G . I. B'ill for courses from should fully understand what
Veterans going to school
under the G.I. Bill could wind
up in debt to the ·Federal
government if they drop
courses or receive non-punitive
grades under the certain
conditions.

effect the withdrawal from a
course or grade may have on
their monthly VA checks.
The agency recommends
both students and school
officials provide a brief statemen t concerning circum- ·
stances of the withdrawal or
grade assignemtn when reporting it to the VA.
VA will then determine the
effect of the circumstances on
the withdrawal, or more punitive grade , and notify the
· student of the action taken to
adjust his or her educational
benefits.
' Any veteran enrolled at
Northeastern Illinois University who would like additional
information or has any questions may contact Lou Bielakowski or Jimmy Ross in the
Veterans Affairs Office, 0-0008
or 0-0009, or call 583-4050
extensions 369, 371.
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Attention Veterans:

FULL-TIME & PART-TIME. Groyvlng mfg firm located
north of loop looking for competent people who want
te> grow with us. Informal flexible atmosphere among
congenl~I hardworking people. We make a variety of
the most advanced electronic. equipment available.

I

ADMIN SECY: Includes both marketing support and
secretarial, direct mall advertising, sales Halson,
phone work, typing and dictaphone. TYPIST :
Responsible verbally oriented person, must spell Impeccably and type accurately at 55 wpm, mag card
experience helpful. PURCHASING: Friendly assertiveness on the phone Important, good position if you like
to organize and consum~ate quality bargain buys.
Contact Mary at 337-7718, 9-12 a.m.

I

IMR

I

A107f;

1

1

416WestErie

...., . ·.na •Jcf
,
"" __ Chicago, Illinois
~....,,!~

_

I

.

.

,.

..

. ~._,...,....-,::....a~~._....,_..,_..._.......____....._..___...._.,....,.

I

OPEN _fORLUNCH

I HIDDEN
I COVE I
lI~!~~-~!c6~~:~-1!~~~l II
i

!

FREE - l Pitcl,e, boe<.wdh m,d. pi,za

i•

FREE - 2 Pit chers beer with _large pizza
•I
1.
r I
50¢ off - any luncheon order
I
~ .L------------.~ -- __ ..;. ____ ;...J

j

J

\
\

i

i,
J

·Movie Nite , Sun ., 10:30 pm,
Ladies Nite, Tues., &
.Thurs., Unescorted Females,
5¢ a -~ .rink

i' .

~LOUNG-E - PUB

l\ 5338 N. Lincoln
~

.

784-9638

I

L-=----~--~-~~-_:.._-..:.;.~

~
rn:,

N·EED HELP

Stepupto
a second career
this summer.

IN CHOOSING
A CAREER?

Army ROTC offers college sophomores the opportunity to earn ari officer's
commission in two years.
It starts with six weeks of training.at Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With
pay (over $500).
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier - to have your body toughened,
your confidence developed.
·
Do well and you can qualify for Army ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally well, and you may be heading back to college with a full-tuition scholarship.
Then, for the next two years; while you're earning your chosen degree, you'll
also prepare for a responsible leadership position as an officer in the active
Army or Reserves.
Apply by April 1.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact:

C~AIG SILCO~ AT 274-3000, EXT 351.
YOU C!\fl 1\TTEilD YOUR PRESEl'!T Ii'JSTITUTION A;iD T.J\KE

AT LOYOLA 0~ DEPAUL.

ROTC

For .information ·on
a training program
& career opportuni- ·
ties write to:
MISSIONARIES
OF AFRICA

I

(A Catholic m ission society fo~ m§.:n)

,------------~------------,
I Missionaries of Africa

I

! 2020 W. Morse Avenue

!

II
!

I
I
I
I
.1

I

Chicago, Iii. 60645 '
Name _ ___ ~ -- - - -- - - - - --·---·- - -

I

Address ___

I
I
I
I
I

___

-

, - - - --

--

City _ _ __ _ _ State _ _ _ __ Zip _ _

I

L~~---------------------~
Col lege _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age____
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Cassondra Crossing plagued by poor script
by D an Pearson
For those of you who have
been eagerly awaiting a movie ·
with a great performance by a
Basset Hound, rejoice, your
vigil is over. THE CASSANDRA CROSSING feat ures
such a performance. You will
witnes s t he in t re p id ho und
refuse to drink water, become
friendly wit h a fugi tive· with a ,
contagiou s disease, be rescued
by ·helicopter from a moving
train. You will see the innocent
canine contract t hat co nta gious disease, be wheeled down
long corridors and placed in
isolation\ There t he real drama
u nforld s. Can this d og be
s·a ved? And if so, can the
medical team offer some hope
for the t housand train passengers?
Or haven 't I mentioned the
regular human t ypes trapped
on a heavily guarded, air-tight
Geneva -Stockholm Express
that has bee n rerouted to

Poland . This is certainly some
a ticket for t his part icular
detour for t hese people who
t rain and maybe terrorists like
thought they were traveling
to travel together. Great logic
via Basel-Paris-Brussels-Amsuch as this permeates t he
s terdam-Cop enhagen. These · entire film called by its
poor· souls don 't even reach
director, George Cosmatos, a
Basel before calamity strikes.
film' that 's played for action,
That calamity is · a stowaway
suspense, and mystery.
Scandinavian t erro ris t who
Granted, there is plenty of
botched blowing up t he Interaction and some glimmers of
nat ional · Health Organization
suspense but where the mysb ut suceeded in blu nder ing
tery went is the only mystery.
into a topsecret germ warfare
Maybe it a r rived late and
experiment la boratory a n d
missed the train like Sophia
escaping with a new disease
Loren almost did.
with no known cure. Not bad
If you are worried about
for t he first five minutes of
having to remember a thoust he movie.
and names a nd fac es the
T lie man in cha rg e of director has spared you this
security for this covert opera- hassle by limitting the disease
tion, Burt Lancaster (who t his · only to the first class section.
week is only a colonel, having Here we only have to recognize
been demoted for kidnapping the inhabitants by type classithe President, probably), de- fications ; the Nobel Prize
ducts that the infected terror- winning doctor (Always good
ist is on the Zurich-Stockholm to have in plague situation),
Express because his fellow the glamorous ex-wife and
recently deceased terrorist had best-selling author, the muni-

TAICHI TEMPLE-presents

MASTER WAYSUN LIAO

in a demonstration of

,

TAI CHI CH;UAN
including

T'AI CHI FORM, T'AI CHI SWORD, STAFF & KNIFE,
T'AI CHI MEDITATIONS & SELi; DEFENSE TECHNIQUES.
T'AI CHI CH'UAN is a Chinese system of calisthe~ics consisting of soft, fluid movements
performed with controlled breathing and a calm mind. It is considered the highest level martial
art, bringing one into harmony with the laws of Nature while increasing one's spiritual awareness.

NORTHEASTERN ILLI.N OIS
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
Friday• March 25th • 7:00 p.m.

Among those trapped aboard the plague-infested Geneva to
Stockholm luxury train, in the "The Cassandra Crossing" are
O.J. Simpson, a narcotics agent hunting a heroin smuggler, and
Lee Strasberg, World War II survivor wounded by soldiers when
he tried to escape from the train.

tion's czar ' s wife and h er
tag-along boyfriend who is just
your average drug smuggling
mountain climber, a black
priest, an old man, a mother
with a cute child and of course,
a roving band of hippies. All
these characters are place by
recognizable stars to further
eliminate confusion with the
extras whose main job is to
complain and look ill. _
Somewhere along the line
somebody that even Lancaster
calls SIR decides even if the
disease can be cured by the
medical expert, Ingrid Thulin,
the passengers are doomed.
Word of germ warfare experiments by the United Sates in
Switzerland should not become
common knowledge. The voice
from the upper echelons realizes the chances are not lsim
that somebody might mention
this inconvenience if they
survive. The solution is obvious, the train must beco~e
the victim of an unfortunate
accident. This is where the
Cassandra Crossing comes in
(I 'II bet you were wondering if
the title had anything to do
with the rest of the film) Well
continue breathing, it does, for
the Cassandra Crossing is a
rusting relic of a railroad
bridge that hasn't been used
since WWII except by fool-

hardy goats.
Smar.t . thinking like thi~
doesn't occur often and boy
are we lucky. So are the people
on board the train. They too,
don't think this is the answer
to ·the problem and decide to
take matters into · their own
hands by taking over the train.
Hurrah for sound intelligent
reason. If only the characters
had taken over the script we
could all rest easier in our beds
tonight.
However, there is that
terrific performance by the
Basset Hound and yet another
screen appearance by O .J .
Simpson. And if that isn't
enough to keep you glued to
your seat, THE CASSANDRA
CROSSING features some
moving footage of the SwisS' ·
Alps and Sophia Loren ~for
those with a yen for Europeap.
culture and beauty). While this
film is certainly not an
advertisement for the Eurailpass, it moves quickly enough
not to annoy the viewer
beyond insulting his intelligence and those decontamination suits the guards wear are
kind of spooky. Recommended
only for Basset Hound fanatics
and fans of O.J. , THE
CASSANDRA CROSSING
proves there are better ways to
see Europe.

On Thursday, March 10,
Holly Fiddeke of the Experiment in International Living
will visit UNI. She will be here
to speak with the students and
teachers about Study/ Travel
Abroad opportunities through
the Experiment.

Anyone not able to
attend the meeting, but interested may contact the Experiment's regional office in Chicago, at 310 S. Michigan, 1401,
Chicago, IL 60604 for additional information.

General
admission $3.00 -tickets on sale at. the
'
Northeastern Ticket Booth
' For tickets and information ,' contact:
TAICHI TEMPLE, 433 S, Boulevard, Oak Park, Ill. 386-0266

.

\.

Black h~red dude.
Sorry to hear the news; She's
right. I do have class!
,lu"t Wondering [no more)

free classifieds '\
t

....
WANTED: Male, 18 years old or

older, to assist professional staff in
hospital emergency room. Transport & assist patients, stock &
clean equipment. Four days a
week (part-time}, hours 3 to 11 :30
p.m. Call Duke, 583-4050 X501 bet.
10· & 4.

FOR SALE: 73 VEGA GT
hatchback, coppertone, 4 spd, AC,
tint.ed wind, AM/FM, cust. int. &
mags, posi, new radials & brakes,
fair cond. $695. or best offer. Call
583-4050 X501 bet. 10 & 4 Duke.
FUR SAI.E: 1973 Nova, Automatic transmission, Power st.eering, Power brakes, vinyl top, Low
lJ!i]eage. Ex:cellent condition. Price::
$1800. Call: Ms. Goldst.ein in the
ubrary, X473.
---------------

To My Avid fan in Jazz to Rock
I will Meet you any time but,
first you must reveal your
presence.
truthfully yours,
Jim Gross
P.S. ~orry it took so long.
Soil Tiller:
B~ssies is . with child. I found
out !1st week . If it's a girl, can
we name it Gloria? I know Bessie /
and Beauregard will approve.
Hand in there - spring is just
around the corner.
Yogurt Maker
-- ~ -----------SWEET SHOP SWEETIES
IT'S A SHAME THAT
YOU'RE OVER WORKING AT
U.N .I. LEARN SOME MANNERS WHEN DEALING WITH
OTHER STUDENTS. WE HAVE
CLASSES TO , GO TO AND
CAN'T WAIT FOR YOU TO
GET THROUGH PICKING
YOUR NOSE . YOUR SWEET
ASS BETTER GET ON THE
STICK:
OR
SOMEBODY
MIGHT USE IT ON YOU.
PRETZEL

FOR SALE: SUMMER'S ON
IT 'S WAY! 1969 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham CONVERTIBLE
P.S., P .B ., Pwr. Windows & Door
Locks, Air, l'wr. Trunk Release,
Leather Interior, More. . . Rare
Car. . . Sharp . A Steal for
Only. . . $1,000.00. ,Call Michael
for Info. . . 338-1405.
Door
Everytime I call, you're out. It's
$2.00 REWARD:' FOR THE time we got together, You
RETURN OF (SLIGHT} PRE- shouldn't deprive yourself any
SCip PT ION SUNGLASSES longer. I ' m· not getting any
LOST IN THE VICINITY OF younger; Ham-somer, yes! Don't
THE VILLAGE SQUARE ELEC- waste time ; call me!
TION TABLE ON 2/ 23/77. Call
Physical Plant Office. Ext. 205 &
206.
Dear Barb,
Thanks for th ,- pPrsonai. H (,pP
FOR SALE: 1967 VISTA to get together for lunch with you
CRUISER, GOOD RUNNING soon.
ORDER $350 OR BEST OFFER.
Signed,
CALL 328-1766 EVENINGS.
The Lundi Bunch

-

- - - · -

· - -

-- -

-

- ·· - ,

.

LET IT RE KNOW THAT
STEVEN · J . PRAGER IS A
C•\.'-IDIDATE FOR KING OF
THE WORLD, AND IS HEREBY ENDORSED BY THE UNI
TRUMPET SECTION.Z
TO MY FOXY SECRETARY
I can't seem to find a green
dianmond anywhere, but I'Ii keep
looking! (Maybe it'll be in a box of
McDonaldland cookies)
Love:
/ The BossTo all males who drink [alcohol)
Watch what you say, who you
say it to and look for the
consequences, if you forget · what
you say, and who you said it too.
REMEMBER?

589-1026-Don't worry about TW. All she
wants is to be your friend and for
you to know it. Be Kind!
792-2419
Micky-I'm having a good time on
Tuesday nights now, thanks to
you and Tom. But don't let me
spend too much money.
DJS II

Chris,
Hose Mitt.imier you sure ain't!!!

Tony

---------Fot"est Ranger,

'

F'at is where its at! ·Keep on
trying for SIU, I need my tress
_c ut down. Stay happy and high.
Bambi

-------------~

To J.T.
I have my eye on you in
Linguistics. Come around the gyni
more often!
·
Just me!

ANTIQUE DECORATIVE Aristotle:
MARBEL SHEETS 4ft. x 5 ft. x ' . What does philosophizing have
1 ¼ inches BLACK-GREEN
to do with what I was talking
WHITE , ID":AL FOR TABLE ahout'' (if that was for me}
TOPS, $75 92fl-936~ after 9 p.m.
Just Wondering
CLAUDINE

To JAP
Congratulations 'on your upcoming nuptials. Much luck for the
future .
Middle Class Liberal

personals
KAT:

I WANT TO SEE U DO YR
STUFF 'SO LETS GET IT
TOGETHER
WHERE
ITS
WARM AND COMFORTABLE
IM NO BIGGER OR SMALLER
THEN ,,KING KONG JUST
CLOSEiYR EYES, IT WILL BE
OVER IN A FLASH LIKE
LIGHTENING; LOVER
SIGNED SMOOCHER
To Al
Sorry for not accepting your
Valentine's flowers, but I thought
it was one of your jokes.
Paola
P.S. It was very sweet of you!
Sharyl,
HELLO?

Cindy
Jimbo,
I Love You, I Love You,
Forever (829 more days & it's
forever!!!!!!!!!!)
Cheech,
You Know who is after you.
signed Pitts
Shelly
I hope you are having fun in
your classes. Flory 's having a
P.I.E. course in June, try to take
it!
SIGNED
PIZZA MAKER!

,

- -

____ ,

------------

Coloratura-- '
Gin• him (Ron} up! He's too old
for you, anyway!
Bass
Tarry-:-,on,pt in,Ps reality stinks. I wish
snml'one would offer some real
ach ice nn, ·,· ;"awhile to help me.
Yours is about the only advice
that I can r;,aiiy follow. Thanx!
Denis
P.S. What the hell should I do'/

Who:
If you were referring to me, I
didn't necessarily want to know
"the man's name on first, " but
rather his availibility. This was
answered in a previous personal.
Anyway just who are you W·ho?
Just Wondering
A.F.d.
Thanks for the personal. H1we
you seen AQUALUNG LATELY .
From Zappa and the Disco Duck

Claret,
I'm glad we met.

Tom Malouf:
I 've heard of waiting around
for encores, but almost a year is
pretty long . Glad t'o see you
playing at 5450 once again. There
will be a good time in the old place .
tonight!!! Your fans
Robert Redford:
In response to your last
personal to me, yes I am proud
(you probably won't remember
what I am talking about} and
congratulations on your new role
with your new leading lady, looks
like you could win an Oscar!
Ann

Pie:
Thanks for your help last week,
I really appreciated it. Anytime I
can help you, just ask.
Ann

·-

- - - - - - -,~ - - - - -

Clark Gable:
Did you figure it out?? So after
4 days, Are you ready to quit yet?
Roberta Woo<lstein

Sue M.L.:
•Well hello· to you, you said you
never get a'ny personals, but I'll
tell you, ·this one is under 50
words, I learned how to count way
back when. Hope everything
works out rosy for you. Don't
break
a
leg
skiing?$
Ann

271-6467
You know (definition #2!!}
945-4421
329-52-3087
When are we going to have
another MUCH needed therapy'
session? ·
343-56-6156
German Shepherd:
Are you saving for the "green
diamond?"
·
- GreatDane
TO THE GREATEST DANE:
Sunday was one of the strangest
days of my life, but it,
um .. ., you know, was also one of
the best, Next time let's start the
day at 6:00 p.m. And forget about
all the rest.
Love,
WHO, ME???

Tony

------------ ""<' -To the Corp. Prez,
' Congratulations! Save me a
space in the back and I'll deliver
that breakfast I promised you last
week. Hope you're still hungry
because I'm. . .
'
·
ravenous
J.B. [looliin' good),
To achieve the envious '.'N.
Look" takes years. A hint-get a
fluffy white wig and a bottle of
aramis cologne. Those are 2 of the
3 secret ingredients. He alone has
a patent on the third.
Friday night
Jim of TKE:
If you would have said your
good-byes sooner · I would have
stayed longer. Enjoyed the dance
but the best came at the end.
Left at.12 smiling

TO TOYIN
HOW IS SOUTH COMMONS _
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
To BOOM-BOOM & ELLIE,
MY PHONE CALL.
"The eternal optimist":
D.A.B.
Us guys gotta stick together.
From the other side of the
Dear E.A.K.
SILENT MAJORITY
I love you more every day. I am
looking forward to our life
NOD dlefnegnal,
together forever, si nce it is so good
Hi! I can't think of what to
already.
write ya, but I couldn't forget ya,
Yours,
even if yo don't work here and are
K.A.G.
bored with Northeastern•;- company. How's your balloons? ,
From a "weird" friend, who's
Dennis,
Where rhl tw! · , , · you?
not really weird
Mickey
I

/

Dear Wild One,
Remember: Four feet on floor,
All hands on deck! If you feel
yourself weakening ..
Tee-hee
Huloo!!

Little Brother,
- I still don't know what to write.
Sis
Andy,
Thanks for understanding me. I
really hope that someday -you will
reconsider.
Goofy

ATTENTION, ONE-TRACK
MINDED PERSON:
YOUR OBSESSION OF ELS &
SUBWAYS IS PUTTING ME
OFF THE TRACK!
BUS BUFF

·'One Track Minded"
Stop monopolizing the conversation with your silly Rapid Transit
dreams!!!!!
OSCAR
WHO LOVES YOU BABY?
Telly
TELbY

TO TOM MALOUF :
Thanks so much for doing our
coffeehouse tonight. You're great!
Your Kentucky Buddy,
'
Sandy
Ritchie B.:
Gee ... I hope you aren't getting
too paranoid. . .
The Torch
To my owner who resides at the
Newman Center:
Don't you think it's time you
gave me a res€!
Signed,
Your mouth
Junie Moonie:
Keep up that exercising - no
cheating!
30 sit-ups
Kimie-the Angel Guardiq:
_Good luck with your little
angels. I think. we might need it!
Glad you're beginning to feel
better. Now maybe you won't be
1
crabby and yell at me.
the firebug
To Dr. Freud;
Thanks for the psycoanalysis. It
was VERY accurate!!!
Patient
Ann:
Here'-s a personal I've been
neglecting to send you.
Liz
Joan :
If they'd take that stupid lock
off the phone at work I'd have no
problems getting and receiving
calls. Maybe they'll see this and
take pity on us and all that
dreadful confusion we keep going
through.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
(Porn Porn girls} No I'm not
sleeping (yet} _and no I'm not
hungry.
You know who
Hairy
• always used to be
unlucky for me uritil I met you.
Clutz
CongratulationR Don :
I am very happy you made it,
good luck for the year!
. Ann

Sharyl,
HELLO!!! IS ANYONE LISTENING!! NOBODY EVER LISTENS TO ME!
Cindy

Chuck M.:
Congratulations!!!!!!!!
Maxine's.little sister

Al:
YOUR FETTISH OF ELS &
SUBWAYS IS DRIVING ME UP
THE WALL!!! PLEASE TAKE
THE HINT .
A CONCERNED FRIEND

Ticket Girl:.
Glad to see you 're still alive.
Remember keep your chin up and
keep PTL , for we know "that in
the end, God co-operates with all
those for the good."
Teller B 31

---------- l.- ---Dear One Track Minded;
U know what u can do with your
Trib.
Sun-Times lover

-

---

-

/

TO THE LOST SOUL OF THE
TYPING ROOM!! !!
KEEP YOUR FEET OFF THE
TABLES, AND YOUR EYES TO
YOURSELF!!!!!!!
FROM THE MALE
STUDENT OF U.N.I.

Tony M .i
Maybe we're more two of a kind
than we though.
????

- - - .... - - - -

-

- - - -

-

- -

Wanted:
Co';Vboy to f.ill . demanding
secu 1I ?:•· posi tion. Illinois state
~teer mp ·"~cerLification required!!
Hello Pe-te F. Jr.!!!!
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Sports_seasons end for
a trio of teams

One-point loss
typical of year
by John Stepal
left, the Eagles lost most of
The Golden Eagles finished
their bench productivity.
their season on a sour note as
Other factors affected
they dropped an 8'7-86 decision
Northeastern, ·also. Because of
to Lewis on February 26. It
their small gym, UNI was
was the kind of game which
forced to play most of their
has plagued UNI the entire
year, as the Eagles registered
games on the road, and faced
four more field goals than the
only th r ee noti-confere nce
opponents in the " pit. " UsualFlyers, only to lose the game
ly, this meant partial referees,
at the charity line, where
Lewis shot 24 free throws to
as mentioned above, and also
hostile crowds. When center
our six. For this, the Eagles
can thank Mr. Riley, their ' Tyrone Rutues got into foul
t rouble , which occurred on
favorite referee, for his usual
more than one occasion, our
"homer" job. The d efea t
marked the Eagles' fourth in
rebounding_ suffered, as · nobody else on t he team
conference play against eight
victories, and lowered Northdisplayed consis t ent b oard
streng t h. With t he t<:.>ugh
eastern's final record to 17-13.
Looking back on t he season,
schedule Northeastern faced,
this often was the major cause
it 's not hard t o understand
of defeat.
why UNI failed to qualify for
t he district playoffs or unseat
On the positive side, UNI
St. Xavier as conference will have three starters back
champions. First of all, the next year, Lamarr Mondane,
team was not as deep in bench Rutues, and Clar, all of whom
strength as it had been in enjoyed outstanding junior
previous year, when Sam Clark years, particularly the first
used to spell Gary Staniec or two, as Sam was hobbled with
Steve Kidd at forward. When a sprained ankle for a good
injuries and ineligibilities hit part of the season. Leaving the
the Eagles, t hey didn't - have Eagles are. Bobb y Beckam,
the horses to pick up the slack. who was the team's playThe t op two reserves, Brad maker, in addition to being a
Davis and George 'Shimko, top scorer, and Gary Briars, a
combined for an avera~e of 16 fine defensive player who could
points a game when they were also go to the hoop at times.
eligible, but none of the other These two will be missed, but
substitutes were able to score the Eagles are confident that
consistently when they were they will once again · be
called upon to the job. contending for top honorlJ next
Consequently, when these tw!:) season.
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The 1976-77 Northeastern Illinois University Ice Eagles: Front Row left to right, Bob Butzow,
Dennis Soboj, Dean Weiss, Rick "Animal" Hardt, Pierre Mirza, Al Blitzstein; Back Row, left to
right, Joe Jelen, Mark Breen-Coach, Bob Jennal, Bob Weidman, George Schivone, Jim Martino,
Dave Starzynski, Bert Regensburger, Emil Twerdowski, Mike "Teddy" Setze, (Photo by Ann F .
Holda]. Not pictured, West Krantz, Bob Hessberger, Mike Romito, · and Steve Diruss.

\

Icemen outdashed
in the playoffs

by John Stepal
Like our basketball teams,
the.. Ice Eagles ended their
season in a losing effort in the
state tournament last Friday
as they were manhandled by
Circle, one of the truly fine fine
Circle, one of t he t ruly fine
teams in the Midwest, 10-2.
Thursday saw UNI drop a 12-2
decision to Illinois State, who
made it to the finals before ·
losing to Chicago . State. In
both of these games, the
Eagles were simply outclassed,
as they were in many of their
other contests this season.
Unbelievable as it may seem,
Northeastern ended their season with a 7-19 record, but at
one time was 7-4 !
What the hell happened?
Well, injuries played a key
factor, as every one of Mark
Breen's defensemen were sideFree room & board for
student to live in home
near, in exchange for inf ant care, providing
breakfast and lunch for
school age girl, and doing
lite housework, 7 a.m. to
3 p.m. Job also available
on non live-in basis for
approx. $45/wk. Salary,
housework, and living arrangements ngotiable.
Job begins Mar. 21, ends
May 27. Available again
in Sept. for school year.
Call 282-6579. Be prepared to provide excellent references.

RESEARCH
Send only one dollar (to cover
postage ) for your copy of our
latest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers.
• OufllltY Unaurpasae<I
• F111t, Dependab,. SetY/ce
• Spaechea, Reports, etc.
All Molerial s So ld
For Res ea rc h AisistancP Only

AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC

407 South Dearborn Street. Suite 600Chicago, Illinois 60605

312-922-0300

lined for at least one game. On
a team which had very little
depth to begin with, this was
about as welcome as a flat tire
on the tollway. This broke up
the second line in the process,
as center Dennis Sob6j was-often forced to play defense,
and m{lny times he was one of
only three available for the
entire game.
As mentioned previously,
Northeastern was the victim of
many opponents of whom they
had little chance of winning. It
almost see_m s as if UNI forgot
how to win, as they managed
to blow leads, came back .and
tied games up, only to lose
them in the last few minutes,
and also tried to play catch-up,
all with no apparent success.
They were almost always~
exciting, though, and it's too

bad that they couldn't attract
more· fans. ·
·
-Despite t heir record, some
great moments and performances were turned in this year,
notably Mike Setze's 100t h
career goal, Mike Romito's fine
goaltending, the emergence of
Bob Wiedman as an outstanding defenseman, Rick Hardt's
scoring punch, and the hustle,
determination, and agressive
play of Dave Starzynski.
Players who have used up
their eligibility include Setze,
Emil Twardowski, Bob Hessberger, Wes Kranz,' and Al
Blitstein, and it's unfortunate
that these players are leaving,
as the Eagles, who hopefully
can recruit some new talent,
have the nucleus of a competitfve team which may make its
presence .felt in the future.

Nightmarish season
•
concludes in
defeat
by Dave Adler
The women's basketball
team concluded their disappointing season last Friday in
a losing effort to Southern
Illinois, thereby managing just
one victory in thirteen games.
The girls actually won their
first three outings, but for-.
feited these when Linda Iussa
• was declared ineligible to
compete. Linda was one of the
best rebounders on the team,
and her loss contributed to
Northeastern's poor season.
Watching the women's basketball team i~ not the same as
watching the men's team, but
it's just as exciting, as far as
I'm · concerned. While on the
court, the girls gave 100% and
displayed a lot of hustle, which
I feel was their greatest asset.
To compensate for their lack of

height they tried running a
fast break offense, which
resulted in various degrees of
success.
The offense could have used
some help in practicing the
basics of basketball. Passing
and setting picks were sometimes weak, and turnovers
really hurt the team. The
defense was very aggressive
but lack of height too often
gave the opponents more than
one shot.
There's a lot of talent on the
team, · and I feel that with
some hard work over the
summer, in addition to the
improvision of new ideas by
the coaching staff, UNI could
be a strong contender in 1978.
Thanks for an exciting season,
ladies. You did a fine job. •
0

